NETSUITE QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION (QMS)
Inspect, Test, Rework & Report

Designing and manufacturing a
product of high quality does not
happen by accident–it requires a
company-wide commitment. NetSuite’s
Quality Management Solution is
designed to help companies deliver
the highest quality products with
minimal overhead.

Key Benefits
• Improve product quality

• Define and maintain inspection plans
• Collect in-process and incoming
inspection results

• Compare to pass/fail criteria
• Integrate non-conformance reporting
• Reduce cost of quality

www.netsuite.com

Test Definition
Defining the types of tests that you need to
perform is done in the Inspection Master,
where you can specify the type of test,
calibration requirements, test method, and
even the qualification level of the inspector.

In-Process Inspection
In-process inspection tests are then used
within the Workbench Test definition to
establish desired sample size, sample
frequency, target value, control limits,
corrective action plan, and whether an
electronic signature should be captured
for each operation.

In-Process
Inspection

Every operation performed can have multiple tests defined and tracked:
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The work order shows exactly which tests are required, their status, and a visual indicator if the
results are outside the acceptable limits.

Receiving Inspection
For items that require inspection upon
receipt, the inspection profile is attached
at the item level and will automatically
trigger upon receipt.
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Inspection Profiles
Tests that need to be performed are set up in the
Inspection Profile in order to identify every unique
test in any combination necessary.
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The tests themselves are defined in a similar way to the in-process inspections, but are geared
specifically towards the receiving process to streamline the data entry process.

Data Collection
For both In-Process and Receiving Inspection,
the data can be collected in a number of ways.
Customized screens are provided for data entry
both through the regular NetSuite interface and
the tablet application for ease of use.
Reporting
NetSuite QMS provides a number of standard
reports, saved searches, graphs, KPIs and
reminders that can be used to easily track
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all of the quality related information in the
system while taking advantage of the many
native user interface features highlighting
passed and failed tests.

